
 

     Kino Ken screened DARKEST HOUR on February 10, 2018 at the 

Diamond Theater in Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is his review of that 

Oscar®-nominee for Best Picture. 

 

13 of a possible 20 points                                 ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

United Kingdom   2017   color   105 minutes   live action feature drama 

Perfect World Pictures / Working Title Films   Producers: Tim Bevan, 

Lisa Bruce, Eric Fellner, Katherine Keating, Anthony McCarten,  

Douglas Urbanski 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Joe Wright*     2nd Unit Direction: Thomas Napper 

1           Editing: Valerio Bonelli 

1           Cinematography: Bruno Delbonnel 



              Aerial Photography: Jeremy Braben* 

              2nd Unit Photography: Carlos Carvalho 

              Still Photography: Jack English 

1            Lighting: Chuck Finch (Gaffer), Bruno-Olivier LaFlamme, 

                                Etienne Godin 

              Special Visual Effects: Christopher Collis, Peter Doyle, 

                                                       Patricia Leblanc, Stephane Naze 

2            Written by: Anthony McCarten* 

              Script Supervision: Phoebe Billington 

              Music Supervision: Maggie Redford      

              Music Editing: Mark Willsher 

2            Music: Dario Marianelli*     Orchestrator: Geoff Alexander* 

2            Production Design: Sarah Greenwood* 

              Art Direction: Oliver Goodier*, Nick Gottschalk*, Joe Howard* 

              Set Design: James Collins* 

              Set Decoration: Katie Spencer* 

              Graphic Design: Georgina Millett                

              Scenic Artist: David Packard 

              Costume Design: Jacqueline Durran* 

              Makeup: David Malinowski*, Lucy Sibbick*, Ivana Primorac* 

                                (Makeup Design) 

0            Sound Design: Paul Carter 

              Sound Editing Supervision: Becki Ponting 

              Sound Effects: Keith Partridge, Barnaby Smyth, Rob Turner 

              Dialogue Editing: Michael Maroussas 

              Sound Mixing: John Casali, Johnathan Rush 

              Casting: Jina Jay, Jessie Frost, Adam Penny (extras),  

                              Elliot Wood (extras), Rachel Desmarest (France) 

2            Acting 

0            Creativity 



13 total points 

 

Cast: Gary Oldman* (Winston Churchill), Kristin Scott Thomas* 

(Clemmie Churchill, wife of Winston), Ben Mendelsohn 

(King George VI), Lily James* (Elizabeth Layton, Churchill’s secretary), 

Ronald Pickup* (Neville Chamberlain), Stephen Dillane*  

(Viscount Halifax), Nicholas Jones (Sir John Simon), Samuel West 

(Sir Anthony Eden), David Schofield (Clement Atlee), Richard Lumden 

(General Ismay), Malcolm Storry (General Ironside), Hilton McRae 

(Arthur Greenwood), Benjamin Whitrow (Sir Samuel Hoare), 

Joe Armstrong (John Evans), Adrian Rawlins (Air Chief Marshall 

Dowding), David Bamber (Admiral Ramsay), Paul Leonard 

(Admiral Dudley Pound), David Straitharn (President Roosevelt), 

Eric MacLennan (Tom Leonard), Philip Martin Brown (Sawyers), 

Demetri Goritsas (Cabinet Secretary Bridges), Jordan Waller 

(Randolph Churchill), Alex Clatworthy (Diana Churchill), Mary Antony 

(Mary Churchill), Bethany Muir (Sarah Churchill), Anna Burnett 

(Pamela Churchill), Jeremy Child (Lord Stanhope), Brian Pettifer 

(Lord Kingsley Wood), Michael Gould (Lord Londonderry),  

Paul Riddell* (House of Commons Speaker), Robin Pearce  

(Ernle Hastings), Hannah Steele (Abigail Walker), Nia Gwynne 

(Alice Simpson), Ade Haastrup (Marcus Peters), James Eeles 

(Maurice Baker), Flora Nicholson (Jessie Sutton), Mario Hacquard 

(Daladier), Oliver Broche (Reynaud), Bronte Carmichael (j)* 

(Young Girl on Train), Roisin O’Neill (Agnes Dillon), Imogen King 

(Teenage Girl at Tube map), others 

      

     Director Joe Wright’s searing drama is set in 1940, the year Hitler’s  

army invades The Netherlands, Belgium, and France. Led by Prime 

Minister Neville Chamberlain, appeasing Parliamentary doves try to 



block opposition cries in the House of Commons for a declaration of 

war against Germany. On benches across from pacifists sit hard-liners 

supporting Lord of the Admiralty Winston Churchill’s plans for 

armament and battle. In early spring, the populace of their homeland 

is still inclined to favor negotiations with Berlin, a delaying tactic 

hawks decry as a waste of valuable time allowing European 

aggressors to seize and reinforce additional territory.  

     Lord Halifax, potential candidate for prime minister, is no 

temporizer intent on keeping his country out of war at any cost. The 

presumptive heir to Chamberlain’s position is a harsh critic of der 

Führer and further land concessions to Nazi invaders, something 

barely evident in this film’s screenplay. He refuses elevation to Prime 

Minister in deference to what he believes is an abler military leader, 

Winston Churchill. A misleading script indicates otherwise, limning 

him as a narcissistic egoist underestimating the evil impact of Adolf 

Hitler. His preference to negotiate with Mussolini over precipitously 

announcing war on Germany is a bid to gain an unprepared nation 

critical time for re-armament. Roosevelt’s inability to guarantee 

American entry into Europe’s conflict as Britain’s ally is an additional 

reason for promoting peace talks. 

     While Parliament debates what political action to take, Germans 

push westward, forcing surrenders of the Dutch army and steady 

pushbacks of defending Belgian, British, and French forces in Belgium. 

Soon the entire British Expeditionary Force on the Continent is limited 

to two outposts at Calais and Dunkirk.  

     Churchill’s plan to save Dunkirk’s larger troop concentration by 

sacrificing a smaller one at Calais buys time for encircled soldiers 

backed against the English Channel. Yet their fate remains uncertain, 

a heroic sacrifice of blood possibly unjustified. Only divine 

intervention provides sufficient obscuring fog to permit successful 



overnight rescue by British boat owners of overwhelmed compatriots 

stranded between Nazi devil and deep Atlantic sea.  

     Finally promoted to Prime Minister, Churchill envisions and orders 

that desperate gambit, supplementing it with a speech making clear 

British determination to resist invasion to the very last defender. 

     But that passionate oratory follows from a rare encounter with 

everyday English civilians during an unprecedented Tube ride to 

Westminster. What Winston hears from their mouths couples with a 

confession of backing from the King, resolving him to overrule a 

fractious and pessimistic War Cabinet. He stops lying to the public 

about Britain’s actual danger, something King George VI and Lord 

Halifax strongly encourage.  

     DARKEST HOUR attempts to outline the learning curve bringing him 

to that conclusion. 

     Presented from the point of view of Winston’s young and insecure 

personal secretary, it follows events of spring and summer 1940 as 

they unfold at home and on Europe’s mainland. Eschewing combat 

scenes and explicit coverage of the Dunkirk evacuation, this more 

intimate drama contents itself with legal maneuvering and politics 

instead. While jolly well overstating enthusiasm of commoners to 

pitch their nation into protracted warfare, DARKEST HOUR does a 

commendable job of showing how disunity within leadership can 

menace national security just as much as an enemy blitzkrieg.  

     In the lead role, Gary Oldham obtains substantial boosting from 

prosthetic makeup. Adopting all too completely mutterings and 

dramatic swells of Churchill’s intemperate rhetoric, Oldham exerts 

himself to emotive extremes indicative of mighty histrionic effort, in 

the process blatantly revealing a highly dedicated actor busying 

himself with employment of every graspable resource of simulation to 

achieve total credibility. In other words, intent on duplicating 



someone else’s behavior rather than immersing his own personality 

into another’s. Sublimation of self into other is the ultimate acting 

achievement, rarely accomplished. However, Lily James manages that 

feat with her utterly real portrayal of Elizabeth Layton, whose 

overshadowed personal life makes intriguing counterpoint drama to 

Winston’s more clamorously public one. Timing, facial expressions, 

and body language unite to perfection for James.  

     Kristin Scott Thomas nearly delivers a second ideal performance as 

Clementine Churchill, who believes in her husband’s greatness even 

more than he himself does. Willing to live inside Winston’s looming 

shadow, she nonetheless channels his better instincts to ward off 

haunting doubts and depressions, some dating from as far back as 

Britain’s debacle on the Gallipoli peninsula during World War I. Only 

for the briefest of lapses does Thomas adopt a bit of acting business 

while studying her face in a mirror. She rapidly disengages from it, 

apparently thinking better about inserting such misplaced artifice.  

     Anthony McCarten’s screenplay keeps internal and external 

conflicts in continual motion and heat, needing no additional spicing 

from overripe histrionics. It ultimately overcomes directorial 

proclivities to drag out scenes with slow motion stretches and 

lingering silences tacked onto shots already emptied of emotional 

content, begging for swift edits to new contexts. 

     As Lord Halifax, Stephen Dillane hits the bull’s eye, mixing pride, 

confidence, calculation, and humaneness in precisely correct 

proportions. Bronte Carmichael’s naive intransigence as an 

anonymous home front child resister on a Tube train portends well for 

her future film career, recalling Sarah Polley’s equally brief and quite 

unforgettable appearance in ONE MAGIC CHRISTMAS.  

     Another notable depiction is Ronald Pickup’s wavering, weakly 

populist Neville Chamberlain, beset with a sick soul and cancerous 



body, surrounded by mocking foes inside and outside of government. 

Paul Riddell makes a powerful impression also as a windy, accusatory 

House of Commons Speaker. 

     Perhaps Jeremy Braben’s eagle eye overhead shots appear too 

frequently. They certainly do convey pomp and potency with 

maximum effectiveness. Otherwise, Bruno Delbonnel’s photography 

concentrates on optimal close-ups of leads, succeeding well in 

generating audience involvement with characters.  

     Lighting is adequate.  

     Dario Marinelli’s suspenseful, brooding score soaks listeners in a 

Gothic, doom-laden ambience quite appropriate for this drama. 

Unfortunately, it frequently overpowers intelligible speech, 

undercutting McCarten’s screenplay and depriving auditors of verbal 

information that they should hear distinctly. 

     Definitely worthy of nomination for a Best Picture Oscar®, 

DARKEST HOUR sheds significant light on the process by which Great 

Britain came to politically enter World War II. Compelling drama for 

adult and mature teen viewers, its story is too complex for preteens, 

rife with personalities obscure or unknown to them. Relevance to 

contemporary world events is sadly all too evident. Stubborn 

conservatives all, humanity learns far too little from past mistakes, 

clinging tenaciously to outmoded ideas and patterns of behavior 

which cripple rather than advance it. This film makes a welcome 

contribution to countering that willful and destructive ignorance.  

     

    


